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3. SERVAL WILDLIFE & CHEMKA HOTSPRING

Visiting Serval wildlife, will be a different experience, not only you will get chance to see different animals butyou

get chance to feed them and take beautiful photos around them. We will take an hour to two hours then moveout

from the park, then transfer to Chemka hot spring.

For the hour long drive to the Chemka Hot Springs to spend the full day. The road is very bumpy and windy, sohang

on! During the drive, don’t forget to enjoy the wonderful scenery and authentic Tanzanian life as it unfolds along the

road. When we arrive, you’re free to be you. Linger at the edge of the springs, taking in the blue, blue waters and the

lush green of the surrounding forest. Take a leisurely swim (don’t forget that the waters are very warm, so you won’t

feel like an Olympic sprint) or float in a world that’s all your own, listening to the water lapping and the birds

overhead. If you’re feeling adventurous, feel free to play on the rope swing. The pond can be very deep, in some

places up to 10 meters, but the water is so clear that you can see right to the bottom. We shall have a break to lunch

then proceed with the enjoyment up to evening time get back to Arusha and drop everyone at their dropping points.

Net cost: Residents cost 187,000TZS per person | Non residents cost $258 USD per person (7 pax minimum)

Safari Price includes:

 Safari Guide and vehicle

 Park fees (Serval wildlife & Chemka hotspring)

 Lunch box & 1 Drink and 1litre bottled water while on safari

 All Fees and Taxes

Safari Price Excludes:

 Tips for guides (optional)

 Personal travel insurance

 Alcoholic beverage, unless specified as inclusive on the itinerary
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For bookings and more information contact us:

Direct call/Whats App: +255 745 333 467.

Email: tourism@wonderland.co.tz
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